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Mark Oaklen

Mark Oaklen is a player character played by Jack Pine.

Mark Oaklen

Species & Gender: Male Human
Date of Birth: 4日 9月 YE 17
Organization: Section 6
Occupation: soldier

Rank: commander
Current Placement: Section 6

SAOY ST Copy
organization: Star Army of Yamatai
Occupation: ranger
rank: Jôtô Heisho
placement: YSS Shiroyama
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Physical Description

6'2 in height. Medium musculature, muscled but not bulked. Slightly tanned. Crimson eyes. Medium size
ears with orientation of 1 inch from head.

Black hair, short but spiked in the front. Short beard and goatee combo. Long scar on right side of face
running over eye, but eye is not injured. Has tattoo of a skull stabbed through with a crimson sword with
a large black wing on either side of sword on his back and a tattoo of a jagged helix like shape that forms
a semicircle on the left side of his face next to his left eye. Deep rough voice like that of an older man
despite his young age of twenty-one. Generally when he hasn't been very active, he smells of cedar
scented cologne, but tends to smell of sweat, and weapon residue after combat.

Personality

It is very hard to anger him. He is very patient person. Will not stand for the reckless endangerment of
innocent civilians and non-combatants. Tends to be cautious and observant unless an innocent is in
danger. His hobbies include the modification of weapons, vehicles, and equipment; reading, working on
new tech, and playing the guitar.

Does not spend his money much, or for the customization of equipment. Hardworking and tends to be
quiet but is open to socializing with others. Will treat others fairly until given reason not to.

He does what he feels is right. Loves combat, and always respects his opponents.

History

Mark has no recollection of his past, but he was once a man named Jack Pine who after serving in the
NSMC for five years, left to join the SkyGuard on 188604.He then founded Section 6 which lead to a
national joint project of building a new type of space station. His ship was attacked on it's way to survey
the build site, and was listed as KIA several weeks later as he was left drifting in a piece of ship wreckage
in a chemical induced stasis. L'kor salvaged the ship wreck, but were unable to process it as SOFT forces
assaulted the station it was brought to. Jack woke up during the fighting and with no memory of his past,
or even who he was took the name Mark Oaklen. He now travels with the YSS-Kaiyo crew.

After operation star princess, the crew was set to make a trans dimensional trip. They were given the
option to have a ST copy made to stay in the Kikyo sector. Mark accepted and now follows the clues of
his past. The copy leaving with the crew enlisted, training at fort hajime for the two month period prior to
the trans dimensional trip and now is part of the crew as a Santo Hei of the SAoY.

(Kaiyo II) After returning from ayenee, Mark has suffered physical changes he has developed an anxiety
over. Shortly upon returning, the kaiyo is sent to investigate planet H. There Mark deployed with PA
infantry to survey planetside. He was deployed with team kraken which suffered casualties as their
search became a race of survival. They escaped the shattering planet, and boarded a kuvexian vessel.
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The kuvies had turned planet H into a weapon. Mark and the rest of the ground team cleared the ship
and commandeered it. Mark took the helm of the enemy vessel and rendezvous with the kaiyo. The kuvie
vessel unofficially dubbed Palm, is turned over to the SAoY for study.

Kaiyo crew now enjoys leave during the Havok festival.

Skills Learned

Communications: Nepleslian comms techniques. Familiar with most other species languages. Standard
knowledge of basic military communications.

Starship operations: Basic understanding in the operation of small space craft and light vessels. Helm
operation Astrometrics Navigation

Vehicles: Basic understanding in the operation, modification, and maintenance of most vehicles: Mecha
Tanks Cars Trucks

Medical: Proficient in the application of first aid and basic medical procedures.

Fighting: Expert at hand-to-hand combat. Brown belt in martial arts. Standard power armor operation
and maintenance. Proficiency in weapon handling, maintenance, modification, and marksmanship.

Leadership: Charismatic. Studies strategy(intermediate understanding). Has learned to clearly spot
ambush/choke points. Is not afraid to speak to a crowd. Intermediate understanding in diplomacy. Has
excellent experience in commanding troops from his time as a low ranking officer in the Nepleslian
military.

Military/Survival: Basic understanding in: Camouflage, Hunting, Shelter, construction, Signaling,
Finding water, Intermediate in land navigation.

* Knowledge: A small but healthy amount of knowledge about the Kikyō Sector has been instilled in them
by an AvaNet Avatar. This includes laws, cultures, and finite history of the Sector.

Ayenee skills

Star Army Common Skills

Social Connections

Mark Oaklen is connected to:

Kaiyo II crew
Daughter: Chlorate
adopted sister: Kikios Leka
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love interest:Nerai'tha Uithersh Thesilis
best friend: Zeke Rykiel
brother:Jack Pine
mother:Sarah Pine
mother in law:Rose Ironhart-Pine
boss:Uso
niece:Neera Pine
niece: Adria Pine
nephew:Amit
nephew:Adi Pine
close friend:Ozaki Kasumi
close friend: Sacre Ven Sanssinia
friend:Alastair Belmont

Inventory & Finance

Mark Oaklen has the following:

1 utility combat knife
2 pairs of black cargo pants
2 grey T-Shirts
1 black leather jackets with red trim, name and rank on right breast
1 black muscle shirt
2 pairs of black jeans
2 pairs of black boots with red soles
8 pairs of boot Socks
2 pairs of polarized shades, 1 red and 1 black
1 R1-SPA PA suit(commander variant), black and red
1 Geist neural implant
1 long cloth blade wrap
2 blue button up dress shirts
1 utility belt with pistol holsters
2 S6-P1 black with red detailings, 8 extra mags each
1 custom plasma katana. Black and red Cross strap style grip, handguard is a black ring attached
via black wings acting as pinions. The sheath is black with metal segments running down front and
back with 1cm spacing. Blade is a crimson red color with a more katana defined shape.
BW-6AS "Sickle"
BW-KAS "Hailstorm"
BW-MWS2 "Harbinger"
BW-P2 "Wraith"

Salvage

Large box of blankets 1)

Kohanian Fur Coats 2)
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Decorative/Ceremonial Swords 3)

SSCC-XL containing antigens 4)

SSCC-XL containing Molybdenum 5)

SAoY

Star Army Standard Issue Items
Star Army Field Uniform, Type 31, full kit, black.

Mark's Mindy "Raven"

Ke-M2-4 Series "Mindy" Armor  Left forearm equipped with
Forearm shield

Left Shoulder Dorsal Right Shoulder
missile pod NSB drone launcher 20mm gauss cannon
Leg Pods utility/cargo Handheld
2leg NSB launchers type29 butt pack LATR
Left Waist Wings / Tail Right Waist
custom plasma katana T6 no / no 4type30 frag grenades

Mark Oaklen currently has 3000 KS.

OOC Information

This page was created by jack_pine on 11, 21 2017 at 13:32.

In the case Jack Pine becomes inactive:

Can this character be used as an NPC by a GM or FM? Yes
Can this character be adopted after I've been gone for a year? No
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Character Data
Character Name Mark Oaklen
Character Owner Jack Pine
Character Status Inactive Player Character
Current Location Sirris VI

1)

YE 42 Giveaway, TC: 56-77, IC: 4369-2444-127
2)

YE 42 Giveaway, TC: 30-50, IC: 1557-1657-77
3)

YE 42 Giveaway, TC: 42-85, IC: 3585-2862-123
4)

YE 42 Giveaway, TC: 19-4, IC: 114-193-21
5)

YE 42 Giveaway, TC: 1-50, IC: 106-1807-51
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